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Summary 
IBN SINA Ext database is an extension to IBN SINA database, which was published earlier as part of 

Active Learning Challenge 2010, and reported in DAS’10. In the extended database, more data, including 

the images of sub-words are available. Please see Description section for more detail. 

 

Description 
IBN SINA Ext database covers 50 folio of a manuscript. The list of folios is available in docinfo.mat file. 

The a priori information used is available in apriori.mat. Finally, there is a file for each folio which 

contains a structure called block_info, which host all the information, including the images and features 

of each sub-word. For example, block_info of folio 0011 (which its full image is provided as 0011.pdf) has 

the following format: 

load 0011stdalnSM-blockinfo.mat 

block_info =  

u0name: '0011stdalnSM' 

u0name_index: 1 

med_dir: '../../med/set10_complete/' 

number_components: 489 

CC: {1x489 cell} 

CC subfields contain the sub-word information. This folio has 489 sub-words. For example, for CC=5, we 

have: 

block_info.CC{5} 

main: [1x1 struct] 

meta: [1x1 struct] 

features: [1x1 struct] 

labels: [1x1 struct] 

Subfield main.compact contains the image of sub-word (binarized), and subfield main.compact_color 

contains the color version of the image: 

figure, imshow(block_info.CC{5}.main.compact)   

figure, imagesc(block_info.CC{205}.main.compact_color)  



Other subfields of main are: 

block_info.CC{5}.main 

compact: [25x56 double] 

bounds: [1277 1301 321 376] 

masscenter: [18.3048 26.8604] 

masscenter_global: [1.2953e+003 347.8604] 

dotted_feature: 0 

lib_index: {[1]  [1]} 

descriptors_raw: [1x1 struct] 

points: [1x1 struct] 

meta_features: [1x1 struct] 

More details on various subfields of block_info will be added to this guide. For the moment, the other 

important subfield is the label of sub-word which is accessible in labels.fstring subfield: 

block_info.CC{5}.labels.fstring 

sd 

As can be seen, the labels are in Latin transliteration. We use Finglish transliteration shown in Figure 1. 



 

Figure 1. Finglish table. 
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